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Pythagoras and Kepler heard the music of the
spheres: the planetary tones that the planets
and luminaries in our solar system make on their revolutions around the Sun. Hermes taught

sound healing, and that all is vibration. The ancients used sound vibration to facilitate healing in the
mystery schools. Acutonics is a modern fusion of using the vibrational tones of the planets on
acupuncture points to facilitate healing in humans and animals. If you know basic astrological sym-
bolism, it is easily applied to choosing planetary tuning forks in this healing modality. 
Mary Burke-Kelly will explain how basic knowledge of the planetary archetypes in astrology is as-
sociated with tuning forks that duplicate the vibratory hertz level of each planet tone and are used
as a healing modality. She will provide a sample of the tuning forks on your acupuncture points so
you can experience the music of the spheres.  

Sound Healing and 
Astrological Archetypes 

ACUTONICS 

by Mary Burke-Kelly

Mary Burke-Kelly is a Certified Acutonics Practitioner, Certified Acutonics Instructor and a
Western astrologer. She specializes in emotional and psycho-spiritual approaches to healing
with Acutonics. She is currently certified to teach Acutonics Levels I - IV 

A professional Western astrologer since 1993, Mary teaches Basic and Natal Western Astrology
and does workshops and lectures on career cycle, relocation astrology, and finding your life
challenge and gifts using prenatal eclipses. Mary has lectured at ASNT before when it was
ASFW and served on the board then. She currently serves on the Board as Membership Chair.
Mary is a member of the AFA and Professional Astrologers Incorporated, holding professional
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certification through PAI and an NCGR Level 1. She has taught astrology at Owl's Clover,
Tarrant County College, and the Acupuncture Community Wellness Clinic in Fort Worth. Mary
holds a BA in Advertising from Penn State University and was VP of Media Planning for a
large advertising agency in Dallas, Texas. ∆

Donna had to replace her computer this
past week and is working to get every-
thing operational again. She regrets not
being able to write a President’s Mes-
sage this month and contends it has
something to do with that pesky Uranus
sitting on her Sun and wreaking havoc
with all things Uranian in her world. 

We look forward to another of her al-
ways interesting and informative mes-
sages next month.

– Editor

President’s

Message
Donna Henson, President

The Sun entered the sign of the
Twins on May 21st. Symbolically it
relates to the myth of Castor and
Pullox, twin sons of Zeus, one mor-
tal, one immortal. All things on
Earth come under the influence of
Gemini, the sign of duality because
everything has its opposite. Man is
both human and divine.The Twin
Pillars guarded all ancient Western
temples. Among other things, they
symbolized the presence of the 
Divine within the duaity. 

Coming Next Month:

Anne Beversdorf of
Austin:
Archetypes and the
Soul of the Cosmos
Website: Stariel.com


